
 
 
 

Safwan Zaheer, KPMG’s FinTech Leader, joins Corl’s Advisory Board 
 
 

Safwan Zaheer, Director of Digital Financial Services and Head of FinTech at KPMG joins Corl’s 
Advisory Board 

 
 

Montreal, Canada – December 08, 2018 – Corl Financial Technologies Inc. (“Corl”), creating the 
world’s first regulatory-compliant securities and revenue-sharing token, today announced that it has 
appointed Mr. Safwan Zaheer to the Advisory Board of the Company. 
 
Mr. Zaheer is a Global Digital executive with 20 years of experience managing and launching new 
growth businesses and products that achieve success and market growth through digital transformation 
and innovation. Mr. Zaheer is sought-out to lead high-impact company growth initiatives that result in 
rapid execution of new digital businesses and products that expand market strength and revenue 
streams. As the Head of FinTech at KPMG, he focuses on advising global Financial Services clients on 
enterprise-wide digital transformation, FinTech, and innovation efforts. Through his career, Mr. Zaheer 
has worked for both leading global brands and management consulting firms in roles ranging from 
corporate strategy, to managing digital businesses and products, and innovation. Mr. Zaheer holds 
three patents and degrees from MIT and Texas A&M University. 
 
"We're thrilled to add someone with such an impressive and extensive financial background to Corl’s 
Advisory Board. Safwan’s knowledge and relationships will be an asset to the team as we move 
forward, together with Corl’s existing Advisory Board members," said Sam Kawtharani, Chief Executive 
Officer (CEO) and Co-Founder of Corl.  
 
“The current capital and fundraising process is fundamentally broken; capital is not readily accessible to 
entrepreneurs and many ground-breaking innovations fail to reach full market potential because 
entrepreneurs don't get the necessary capital to scale their innovations. Corl aims to remove this 
friction by enabling a two-sided marketplace of both investors and entrepreneurs to help scale 
innovations faster in the market. I'm excited to work with Corl’s leadership team to help in their mission 
to launch an entrepreneur-friendly platform to raise growth capital. Corl aims to use Blockchain 
technology and crypto tokens to help facilitate capital fundraising through an Initial Token Offering 
(ITO),” stated Safwan Zaheer. “Corl tokens – in an industry first - represent shares in a financial asset, 
such as a startup or a business, enabling entrepreneurs to obtain capital without giving up a significant 
ownership position in the company to outside investors.” 
 
Please visit www.corl.io to explore the new website and learn more about the revenue sharing 
investments offered. 
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About Corl Financial Technologies Inc. 
 
Founded in 2016, Corl aims to empower entrepreneurs and investors through the use of technology 
and innovative funding strategies. Corl combines two of the most recent disruptions in the online world: 
crowdfunding and blockchain. Through a straightforward investment method based on revenue, 
companies can grow on their own terms without any dilution, while providing investors with the 
opportunity to access robust revenue potential beyond stocks and bonds. 
 
To learn more about Corl, visit: www.corl.io 
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